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1. Introduction. Let S be a locally compact semigroup with a dense maximal

subgroup G. We ask the following question: When is G a topological group

under the induced topology? It was proved recently by P. S. Mostert [8] that

in general G is not a topological group. However, there are several good reasons

motivating the study of such a problem.

First, for an arbitrary locally compact semigroup, the closure of the maximal

subgroup containing an idempotent forms a locally compact semigroup. If we

know this maximal subgroup is a topological group, then it is a locally compact

topological group. (This fact will be proved in the following paragraph.) By

our rather good knowledge of locally compact topological groups, we can ob-

tain information about the structure of this locally compact semigroup.

Second, if we look at this problem from the point of view of transformation

groups, we have a group G acting on a locally compact topological space.

Naturally, we would like this group to be topologized so that it is a topological

group. It is known that the weakest topology for G to be a topological group

is the g-topology [1]. It is somewhat harder to deal with the g-topology than

with the fc-topology, but under some conditions the ^-topology will coincide

with the fe-topology. Among the known conditions, the local compactness of

the group seems most interesting. If one tries to generalize such a condition,

it is rather natural to ask the following : If G is a group of homeomorphisms

of X onto X, and the closure of G is locally compact in the fc-topology, does

the induced topology of G coincide with the g-topology?

Third, in the past few years there have been several papers about such questions :

What is the relationship between the algebraic structure and the topological

structure? When can one strengthen the topological structure so that even under

weak conditions the algebraic operations will be continuous in a certain sense?

For instance, in topological groups, if the group space is locally compact, and

if the multiplication is separately continuous with respect to the topology of

the space, then the group is a topological group. We are able to prove the same

theorem when the space is second countable and second category without the

assumption of local compactness [9]. Now, our present problem arises quite
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naturally along this line. In the following we will first state the general facts

about this problem. Then we will try to give several conditions which will guaran-

tee that the group is a topological group.

In §3 we give a procedure of producing the locally compact semigroups with

maximal dense groups such that the maximal dense subgroup is not a topological

group under the induced topology. Such semigroups will be called a semigroup

of Mostert type. In §4 the proof of the following fact is given.

If S is abelian and if the component containing the identity of e is discrete,

then either G is a topological group or S contains a subsemigroup of Mostert

type.

In §5 we discuss the case where S or G is connected, or locally connected.

Mainly, we prove that if G is connected and S is second countable, then S con-

tains a subgroup which is the faithful representation of the additive group of

reals.

§6 is about the case where the topology of G is second category. In §7 certain

other aspects of our problem in this paper are discussed. We have included

some results by Mostert [8] for completeness.

A portion of this paper is taken from Chapter 1 of the author's dissertation

(Tulane University, 1962), which was written under the supervision of Professor

P. S. Mostert, to whom I would like to express my gratitude. I would also like

to express my thanks to Doctor A. L. Hudson who read this paper very carefully

and made many valuable suggestions.

2. Definitions and preliminaries.

(2.1) Definition. A topological semigroup is a W-semigroup if and only if

it is locally compact and has a maximal dense subgroup.

(2.2) Convention. In this chapter we shall always use S to denote a IY-semi-

group, G its maximal dense subgroup, and e the identity of G.

(2.3) Definition [8]. We say a W-semigroup S is tame (or S is a tame semi-

group) when its maximal dense subgroup is a topological group under the in-

duced topology, otherwise S is wild (or S is a wild semigroup).

(2.4) Definition. Let X be a locally compact Hausdorff space and let C[X, X~\

be the semigroup of all continuous functions from X to X. We shall use Ck[.Y,X]

to denote the topological space obtained from C[X,X] by the compact open

topology. If A is a subset of Ck[X,X~\, we say that A is topologized by the

/c-topology.

(2.5) Definition. Two semigroups T and T are iseomorphic if there is a

function/from Tonto T" such that/is a homeomorphism and an isomorphism.

(2.6) Proposition. // T is a locally compact semigroup with unit e, then T

can be embedded into Ck\T,T]; i.e., T is iseomorphic to a subsemigroup of

ck\r, n
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Proof. It is well known that Ck\T, T] is a topological semigroup when we

define the semigroup operation by the composition of functions. Define

<b:T^Ck\T,T] by d>(t) =fteCk\T,T], where ft(s) = ts for t,seS. Since,

ft(e) = U fs(e) = s, if t ¥> s, f, ¿fs. Hence $ is one-one.

iTo prove the continuity of O, let ft e [K, U] = {f :f e C\T,T], f(K)czU,

where K is compact and U is open}, then tK c U. By the continuity of multi-

plication, there is an open neighborhood Fof t such that VK cz U, i.e.,fp(K) c U

and fp e [K, U] if p e V. In other words <5(F) = lf„:peV]c [K, U].

Now let V be any open subset of T, since 4>(F) = [/„: veV] = [e, V] C\ O(T),

0(F) is open in Í>(T). From above it follows that G> is an iseomorphism.

(2.7) Definition [1]. Let X be a locally compact space, and topologize

C[X,Jl"] by taking {[K, U]:K is closed, U is open and either K or X— U is

compact} as subbasis for the topology. We shall denote this topological space

by Cg[X,X] and say that Cg\X,X] is topologized by the g-topology.

(2.8) Remark. Let S be a locally compact semigroup with a dense subgroup

G. By (2.6) S is iseomorphic to a subsemigroup of Ck[S,S]. Algebraically, S

is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of C[S,S], hence it can be topologized by the

g-topology. In order to distinguish this new topology from the /c-topology, we

shall use G(g), S(g) to denote the topological spaces obtained by the g-topology.

Actually, our main problem in this paper is to find conditions under which G

is iseomorphic to G(g).

(2.9) Proposition. Letgvbe a net of homeomorphisms of a locally compact

space onto itself. If gv converges to a function f under the g-topology, then f

is an onto map.

Proof. Obvious.

(2.10) Proposition. // S is an abelian W-semigroup, then G(g) is closed

in S(g).

Proof. Let nv be a net in G(g) converging to h in S(g). Then by (2.9), h has

to be an onto map, i.e., hS = S = Sh. Hence, there is an element fe S such that

fh = hf= e; this implies heG, a fortiori. G(g) is closed in S(g).

(2.11) Proposition [1]. If X is a locally compact space and G is a group

of homeomorphisms of X onto itself, then the g-topology is the coarsest topology

such that G is a topological group.

(2.12) Proposition [1]. If X is a locally compact, locally connected space,

and G is a subgroup of Ck[X, X], then G(k) is iseomorphic to G(g), i.e.,

G(k) <zzCk\_X,X] is a topological group.

(2.13) Lemma [2]. Let V be a compact subset of a semigroup S. Then

V'1 — {veV\ if v'1 exists] is closed.
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(2.14) Lemma. Let S be a W-semigroup. Then by taking \_VnV~1; Vis

a neighborhood of e] as a fundamental neighborhood system, G is a topological

group, and this topology coincides with the g-topology if we embed the semi-

group S into Ce[S,S~\.

(2.15) Proposition. Suppose S is a W-semigroup; then S is tame if and

only if G is a locally compact subset of S.

Proof. 1. If G is locally compact, then by a theorem of Ellis [3], G is a topo-

logical group.

2. Suppose S is tame. Let F be a compact neighborhood of e such that

Vn G= Fn F_1 is closed by (2.13). It is a compact subset of Fsince VC\ F_1czG,

it is also compact in G, hence G is locally compact.

(2.16) Corollary. Let S be a W-semigroup. Then S is tame if and only if

G is open in S.

Proof. A locally compact dense subset in a Hausdorff space is open. Con-

versely, an open subset of a locally compact Hausdorff space is locally compact.

(2.17) Corollary. Suppose S is a tame W-semigroup. Then G is second

category in itself.

Proof.   Since G is locally compact, it is second category by the Baire theorem.

(2.18) Corollary. Suppose S is a tame W-semigroup. Then G is fully normal.

Proof.   A locally compact topological group is fully normal.

(2.19) Proposition. Let H be a subgroup of a W-semigroup S, and H*

be the closure of H in S. Then H* is a W-semigroup, and H* is tame if and only

if H is a topological group under the induced topology.

Proof. It is clear that H* is a locally compact semigroup. If H* is tame,

i.e., the maximal dense subgroup is a topological group, then H, as a subgroup

of a topological group, is a topological group. The proof of the converse can be

found in a lemma of Hofmann's [4].

(2.20) Proposition. Suppose S is a W-semigroup. If S has a G-invariant

uniformity, then S is tame.

(2.21) Proposition. Every W-semigroup has a maximal compact connected

subgroup.

Proof. If we topologize G by the g-topology, then G(g) is a locally compact

topological group. Let K(g) be the identity component of G(g). Then K(g) con-

tains a maximal compact connected subgroup C(g) by the structure theorem of

locally compact connected topological groups [5]. Let i be the inclusion map

from G(g) to G. Then i is continuous, hence i(C(g)) <= G is iseomorphic to C(g).

If H is a compact connected subgroup, since H is compact, it is a topological
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group. Hence H is iseomorphic to H(g). And therefore H(g) a K(g), and H(g)

is contained in some maximal compact connected subgroup which is conjugate

to C(g). Hence C(g) is maximal in C, i.e., C(k) = i(C(g)) is a maximal compact

connected subgroup.

(2.22) Proposition. Let S be an abelian W-semigroup, and R = [(a,b) :aK

n bK # $ where K is the maximal compact connected subgroup of S]. Then

R is an equivalence relation and S' = S/R is a locally compact W-semigroup

when S' is topologized by quotient topology and the multiplication in S' is

defined by aK*bK = abK.

Proof. It is clear that if aKnbK^ fl>, then aK = bK, and R is an equiv-

alence relation. Also, it is clear that S' is locally compact. Let a,b be two ar-

bitrary elements in S, and 9(ab) e V c S', where 9 is the canonical map and V

is open in S'. Then 9~\V) = 9~\V)K is open in S, abK c B~\V)K, hence

there are open sets Vi,V2,containing a, b respectively, such that VÍKV2K = VÍV1K

<=9~i(V),K i.e., 9(V1)*9(V2) c V. Thus S' is a locally compact semigroup.

3. Construction of wild semigroups. In this section we shall give a procedure

for producing wild semigroups.

(3.1) Definition (Mostert product [8]). Let (E¡, Fh I) be a collection

where / is an infinite set for which ieI,E, is a topological space, and F, a sub-

space of £¡. Define S to be the collection of all functions /: J-»U;E; such that

f(i)eE¡, and f(i)eF¡ except for finitely many values of i. Take for a subbasis

for a topology on S the following sets: for a finite subset N of I, Ut open subset

of Et(i e N), let U„= [feS:f(i) e Ut (i e N) and f(j)e F j (j <f¡ AT)]. Thus F = F]^
is an open subset of S on which the topology agrees with Tychonoff topology.

(3.2) Proposition. // each F¡ is a locally compact topological space andF¡

is a compact subset of E, for iel, then the Mostert product S of (E¡,FhI) is

locally compact.

Proof. Let feS. If/ef]^, then fli^i 's a c°mpact open neighborhood

for/. If f(i) e F i except for a finitely many index subset N of I, since F; is a com-

pact subset of E¡ for i e N, there is a compact neighborhood 17 of f(i) such that

UinFi= □, then   n^iv^i x   Yi¡eI-NFj is the compact neighborhood off.

(3.3) Proposition. Let H be a compact monothetic semigroup with generator

b and identity u. Then there exists a W-semigroup E with the following properties:

(i)    The maximal dense subgroup G of E is infinite cyclic.

(ii)  G is discrete under the relative (induced) topology.

(iii) E — G is isomorphic to H, so we shall identify E—G with H.

(iv) Let geG be the generator. Then gu = b.

Proof. Let R be the semigroup formed by non-negative reals under usual

multiplication and topology. Let X = H x R be the semigroup formed by the
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cartesian product of H and R. Then E = [(èm,2"m)| - oo < m < co] u[(fc,0)|

h e H] as a subsemigroup of X is what we claimed in the proposition. £ is a

closed subset of X. If a sequence {(x„,y„)} in E converges to (x,y)eX, then

xn converges to x and y„ converges to y. But the only limiting point of the set

{2m| — oo _: m < 00} is 0. Hence (x,y)eH x {0}, which is closed. So £ is a

closed subset of X, Eis locallycompact.lt is clear that (b°, 1) = (u,l) is the iden-

tity of E and the maximal subgroup Gof E is the subset [(#", 2_m)| — 00 < m < 00]

and G is infinite cyclic with generator g = (fc,2-1). Since G is the complement

of the compact subset H x {0} in E, it is open, hence locally compact and count-

able, so G is discrete under the induced topology. To see that G is dense in E,

let U x V be a neighborhood of (h,0) where ne//. Since H is a monothetic

group with generator b, h = lim ft"", where m; is a monotonie increasing se-

quence of integers [10], hence we can find a sufficient large m such that bm e V

and 2~meV, i.e., (bm,2~m)e U x F.

(iii) is clear.

To prove (iv), g = (b,2~1), gu = (fc,2_1)(w,0) = (bu,0) = (6,0).

(3.4) Examples.

(3.4a) Let H consist of only one element {u}. Then E is iseomorphic to

[2m|-oo = m<oo].

(3.4b) Let H be the circle group or Cantor dyadic group. Then E can be

visualized in Euclidean three space.

(3.5) Notation. Let S be a semigroup with identity e. Let aeS. Let

A(a) = [a" I n ^ 0]*, the closure of the set of positive powers of a in S, where

a° = e.

(3.6) Proposition. Let I bean infinite set, for each i e /. Let £¡ be a W-semi-

group constructed as in (3.3) with the generator g-, = (ft;,2_1) for the maximal

dense subgroup G¡. Let F¡ = A(g¡). Then the Mostert product S of (Ei,ZhI) is

a wild W-semigroup where the semigroup operation is the coordinative mul-

tiplication.

Proof, (i) F-, = A(gi) is compact. Since A(g¡) = H¡ x {0} u [g?| g, = (ft„2_1),

n _ 0] is a closed subset of the compact set H x [0,1], so S is locally compact

by (3.2).

(ii) We shall prove that S is a topological semigroup. Letf,geS. We note

that flfceK^fc *s a semigroup under coordinatewise multiplication, Kd. Let

Z= YljejZj x Y\k€i-jFk be a neighborhood of fg where J is a finite subset

of /, and Zj is an open subset of £,-. Since £,- is a topological semigroup there

are neighborhoods UJtVj off(j),g(j) respectively such thatf(j)g(j)e Uj-Vj <=Zj.

Then it is clear that

fgcinujx n fJin*/* n ^]c^-
1/eJ te/-J       J 1;eJ kel-J        )
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(iii) The maximal dense subgroup G of S is the set [g|g(OeGi, g(i) = ei

except finitely many i el"]. It is not a topological group under induced topology.

Since g„eG where g„(n) = (b„,2~i)eG„, and g„(m) = em is a sequence in G

converging to the identity of G, g~l $ Yl¡eiF¡, hence G is not a topological

group.

(3.7) Remark. As we mentioned at the beginning of this paper, P. S. Mostert

had been the first one to construct the wild semigroup. His example is

formed by the Mostert product of (E¡,F¡,I) where E¡ = {2m|- oo ̂  m < oo},

F, = {2m| - oo ̂  m ^ 0} (cf. (3.4a)).

(3.8) Definition (Semigroup of Mostert type). The wild semigroups

which can be obtained by (3.6) are called semigroups of Mostert type.

(3.9) Remark. It is clear that we can obtain further examples by using the

cartesian product of wild semigroups with either IY-semigroups or locally com-

pact topological groups.

4. A structure theorem for wild semigroups. In this section we shall prove that

if the wild semigroup is abelian second countable and also the component con-

taining e is degenerate, then this semigroup contains a subsemigroup of Mostert

type. The proof is divided into several lemmas. First we need the following

lemma.

(4.1) Lemma [7]. Let S be a locally compact semigroup with identity e,

and suppose the component C containing e is compact. Then any open set

about C contains an open compact semigroup K about C.

(4.2) Convention for this section only. For simplicity we made the

following convention for this section : S is a locally compact second countable

wild abelian IP-semigroup whose component containing e is degenerate. The

maximal dense subgroup of S is denoted by G, identity element e.

(4.3) Lemma.     There is a sequence {gn \ n e co] in G such that

(i)   gn converges to e,

(ii)  g~l does not have any convergent subsequences,

(iii)   there   exists   a   compact   open   subsemigroup  K   such   that   eeK,

gneK, g'^^Kfor all neca.

Proof. Since S is wild there is a sequence {/„} e G such that {/„} converges

to e and/„_1 does not converge to e. We can select {/„} in such a way that

{/"*} does not have convergent subsequences. Since {/„} converges to e,

and assuming the subsequence {/¡j",1} converges to seS, then lim fnt limf'1

= lim/B(/B~1= e.On the other hand, lim/„(lim/I)71 = es=s. This implies that s = e.

If every subsequence of {/„_1} is convergent, then {/n-1} will converge toe too.

This gives the contradiction. Since {/.71} does not converge to e, by (4.1),

we can find an open compact subsemigroup K containing e and all fneK
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except possibly finite number elements. We reindex those /„ which belong to K

and denote it by g„. Then {g„} satisfies (i), (ii) and (iii).

(4.4) Lemma. There exists a wild W-subsemigroup T of S such that T is

the closure of a free abelian subgroup H generated by countable many ele-

ments {h„\neco} <zz G.

Proof. The existence of h„ is proved by induction. Let K and g„ have the

same meaning as in (4.3). Let hy = gy and Ky = K. Assume h¡ and K¡ have been

defined for i ^ m and have the following properties: (i) h¡e{g„\neco}, (ii) Kt

is an open compact subsemigroup of S and K¡<zzK¡-y, (iii) eeK¡, (iv) h¡K¡

C\Ki+1 = n. Since g'1 $Ky = K, e$hmKm, by (4.1), there is an open compact

subsemigroup Km+1 of Km\ such that eeKm+1 and hmKmr\Km+1 = □• As

{gn\neco} converges to e, there is a gteKm+y. Let hm+1 = g,. It is clear that

h, and K¡ satisfy (i)-(iv) for 1 ̂  i <¡ m + 1.

We are going to prove that {h„\neco} is linearly independent, i.e., if

h'l '" K" = e, si < s2 < •'• < sn, then r1 = r2 = ••• = r„ = 0. Suppose

K\-hr¿ = e, sy<s2<-<sn, and 0<r¡. Then ^'•■•Çe^'^c^,,

But eeKs+1 and /CSl + 1 C\hSlKs¡ = □• This gives us the contradiction. Suppose

K\K\-K:= K- "?:>where si < s2 < - < s„, 0 < r„ ty<t2< - < tm, 0 < p¡.

Then ftj;---ft/;ehSlKSl,h^1 ••■h,p^ehtlKtl. Without loss of generality we can as-

sume Sy <ty. Then hSlKsir\KSi + l = D and Kti c KSi+uhtlKti c KtlKti cKti

czKSi + i. This also gives us the contradiction.

Now let H be the subgroup generated by {h„\neco}, and T the closure

of H. Then Tis a locally compact semigroup. It is wild since {h„} is a subsequence

of {gn} converging to e but ftB_1 does not have any convergent subsequence.

(4.5) Standing notations. From now on, in this section, we shall use T to

denote the subsemigroup defined in (4.4). Tis the closure of the free group gen-

erated by {hn\neco}. We shall use h to denote any one of these generators

{/i | h eco}. Let se S. The following notations are standard [7].

r„(s) = {s¡|¿!n}*.

m = r^s).
K(s) = ft{rn(s)\neco}.

0(s)   = {s'li^l}.
Let geG <zzS, and A(g) denotes 0(g) u 0(g x)u {e}. It is clear that A(g) is a

group and A(g)* ¥= T(g) u r(g-1) u {e} is a subsemigroup.

(4.6) Lemma. IfT(s) is compact, then K(s) is the minimal ideal ofT(s) as

well as the unique maximal subgroup of T(s).

T(s) = K(s)u{0(s)-K(s)}

and 0(s) - K(s) is a discrete open subset ofT(s).

Proof.   This lemma is well known; for reference of the proof see [7].
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(4.7) Lemma. T(h„) is a compact monothetic semigroup where h„ is defined

in (4.4).

Proof. We use h to denote n„ for any fixed neco. From (4.4) h'1 $K,

e $ hK, e $ T(n). Since T(h) is compact and does not contain e, 0(h) is not dense

in itself. So we have 0(h) r\K(h) = □• By (4.6) T(h) is the disjoint union of the

maximal subgroup K(h) and 0(h). Let u be the identity element of K(h). Let

seK(h), s =lim h!" for some sequence of positiveintegers n¡. Sos = su = lim h"'u,

h"'ueK(h). Hence K(h) is a compact monothetic group with generator hu and

identity u.

(4.8) Lemma. A(h)\jK(h) is a locally compact subsemigroup of T. A(h)

is a discrete topological group when it is equipped by relative topology of T.

Proof. Since r(n)u{e}iscompact,¿(n)uX(n)={r(n)u{e}}u {r(n)u {e}}~\

As the union of two closed sets, it is a closed subset of T. Hence

A(h)uK(h) is locally compact. It is easy to see that A(h) u K(h) = A(h)*, so

A(h) u K(h) is a locally compact semigroup. Since K(h) is compact, A(h) is a

countable, locally compact topological group; A(h) is discrete under the relative

topology.

(4.9) Remark. For realization of A(h) \JK(h), one may refer to (3.3). The

proof of this fact follows from a theorem by Hewitt [11] and (4.7), (4.8).

(4.10) Remark and notations. We shall sketch the procedure of our proof

that S has a subsemigroup of Mostert type (4.20). Let E¡ = A(h¡) \j K(h¡),

F i = F(h¡) u {e¡}, <?; the identity of £¡. Let X he the semigroup of Mostert type

formed by (EhFhieco). It is clear that Y= {feX\ f(i)eO(h¿ u {e¡} and

f(i) = e¡ for all i except possibly finite indices} is a subsemigroup of X. Let

Z=Y*. From the structure of X, X = ZZ~l and Z is an open compact sub-

semigroup containing the identity of X. Also we know that the topology of Z

is equivalent to the product topology of Y[¡ e«o[r(n¡)u {e¡}]. We shall single

out subsets F, P, Q of T corresponding to Y, Z, X respectively. Let F be the sub-

semigroup of T generated by {h^ieco} u{e}- Let P = F* and Q = PP~1. We

shall first prove that F and Yare uniformly iseomorphic (Lemmas 4.11-4.15).

Then we shall prove that P is an open subset of Q and Q is a locally compact

semigroup (Lemmas 4.16^4.18). The last step (4.19) is to prove that Q is iseo-

morphic to X, a fortiori, S has a subsemigroup of Mostert type.

(4.11) Lemma. P is a compact semigroup. If e > 0, an arbitrary positive

number, and m a fixed positive integer, then there is a positive number ô>0

such that if d(h',K')<8 for i = 1,2, —,m, then d(h\l — h^,h\l — h*£)<e
where d is a metric defined on P compatible with the unique uniformity on P.

Proof. Since {n¡\ieco} is contained in the compact subsemigroup K of T,

hence P = F* is a compact semigroup. The second statement of the lemma

follows from the uniform continuity of the semigroup multiplication on Klt
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(4.12) Lemma.    There is a natural algebraic isomorphism p from F onto W.

Proof. Let h[\ ■ ■ • K» 6 F. Define p(hrs\ •••/£)=/ where f(st) = h',\, f(j) = e} if

j t¿= s¡ for i = 1, •••, n. It is clear that Y is iseomorphic to the (semigroup) weak

direct sum A of {0(h¡),e¡\ ieco}. Since {ft^i'eco} is linearly independent, F is

iseomorphic to A. The function p gives the iseomorphism.

(4.13) Lemma, p is uniformly continuous with respect to the product uni-

formity of Y and the relative uniformity of P on F.

Proof.   Obvious.

(4.14) Lemma.    p_1 is uniformly continuous.

Proof. Let d be the metric defined in (4.11). Define the metric d on Z by

<?(/,/') = T.n£a2~nd(f(n),f'(n)). It is well known that J is compatible with

the product uniformity on Z. Since P is compact, the semigroup action of P

on P is equicontinuous, i.e, P cz Ck\_P, P], a fortiori, F is equicontinuous. Let

£ > 0. There is a neighborhood V of e such that d(he,hll) = d(h,hU) < e/3 for

h e F. Since Ue is a neighborhood of e, there is an integer m such that Km C\F c Ue

(cf. Lemma 4.4); so d(h,hh's\--- hrs") < e/3, when s¡ ̂ m^^ 0. By (4.11) there is

a ô'>0 such that d(hrs\-h¿,h's[-h'-)<eß ^hen d(hrs[,hl') < Ô'. Let

Ô = ô'l2m+1. Suppose/,/' are elements in Y, p_1(/) = h'„\ - A£, p-1(/')

= /£ - ht Sy<s2<-< sn. If ä(f,f) = l2-id(/(i),/'(0) < <5'/2m+1 - Ô, then
d(^;,ft''() < <5'forsi = m. LetSm = Maximum {s¡\s, ^ w, i = 1,2, ••-,«}. By (4.11)

«•••*£,Aí; •••*£)< e/3. Since

d(A;;-A::,Ä;i-A;:üe)<ß/3, w1-*î:,«iî-*S:^<«/3,

so   d(hrsl■ ■ ■ K:UeX\- h'zUe) < s, d(K\ ■ ■ ■ Kl,h's\- h'J < e. This proves that
d(p~1(f),p~1(f ')) < e when d(f,f) < Ô, so p  Ms uniformly continuous.

(4.15) Lemma.    P is iseomorphic to Z.

Proof. From (4.14), we know that p is a uniform iseomorphism. Hence the

completions of (precompact) Yand F are homeomorphic, i.e., Z and P are homeo-

morphic. The iseomorphism of P and Z follows from the fact that W is dense

in Yand F is dense in P. We shall also use p to denote this iseomorphism.

(4.16) Lemma. h~Í---h~r",hf{---hf™ does not belong to the compact sub-

semigroup K of T, whenO < r¡,0 < pj,0 <st<s2< ••■ <s„,0<ty< t2 <---<tm,

and s¡¥= tj for all i,j.

Proof. Suppose h = h~l---h~Jrn,hf{---h%eK, then T(h) is a compact sub-

semigroup. There is a sequence {/i"'| n¡ > 0} converging to some element a in

K. Also there exists a subsequence {m¡|ieco} of {n,} such that {A?,""} con-

verges to as.eK(hs) and {ft?,'""} converges to bueK(htl), for i = l,2,---,n,

/ = l,--,m.

Now
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limnm'lim(ñsr;---n^)m' = aaai-a,

(1) = limíA"'1- K!TWti -hZT'W-h'jy"

= lim(h?t> -h*C)m= bt-btm.

On the other hand, let u¡ be the identity of K(h¡); then

(lim hm')uSi --uSn  = ausi — us

(2) = nm(K:%lr---(K>s,r(KT--<M:r

= a^-a^b^-b^.

Here, a^KQi^K^ is a group, af1 is the inverse of a¡ in K(ht). Com-

bining (1) and (2) we have btl— btm = usi — u,nbti — b,m. This would imply

p(btl--- btJ = p(uSi---usbtl--- btn)eZ. But from the semigroup structure of Z,

it is clear that this is not true in Z. So we have the contradiction and the proof

is complete.

(4.17) Lemma.    Q = PP_1 is a locally compact subsemigroup of T.

Proof. It is clear that PP~X is a semigroup. We need to prove that PP'1

is locally compact. By (4.16) K does not contain any h of the form described

in (4.16). Also P'1 = F_1 meets K only at {e}. So KnPP'1 = P. This shows

that P is a compact open neighborhood of e in PP"1. Let ph'1 ePP'1, where

peP,heF. Then ph~xP is a compact open neighborhood of ph'1. Hence we

know that PP~l is a locally compact subsemigroup of T.

(4.18) Lemma.    There is a natural algebraic iseomorphism from Q onto X.

Proof. Let ph'1 eg = PP~K Define 0(pn._1) = p(p)p(n)~1. We need to

prove that <3> is an algebraic semigroup isomorphism.

1. <¡> is well defined: If pn_1 = p'n'_1, then ph'= p'h, p(ph') = p(p'h),

P(p)p(h') = p(p')p(h), <D(pn-i) = p(p)p(«)-1 =P(p')p(h')-i = ®(p'h'-1).   '

2. O is one-one: If 0>(pn_1) = typ'h'-1), then p(p)p(h)~1 = p(p')p(h')-\

p(p)p(h') = p(p')p(h). Since p is an isomorphism p(pj')- p(p'h), ph' = p'h. Hence

ph~1 = ph''1.

3. O is a homomorphism: <J>(ph-1p'h'~1) = <b(pp'(hh')-1) = p(pp')p(hh')~1

^p(p)p(p')ÍP(h)p(h')-]-1 = 0)(pn-i)<D(p'n'-i).

4. $ is onto: Let xf~l e X = YY"1. Then 3>(p-!(x) [p-^/)]-1)

= pp-1(x)[pp-1(/)]-1 = x/"1.

(4.19) Lemma.    i> is a homeomorphism.

Proof. 1. 3> is continuous: Since P is a neighborhood of e, <£>|P = p|P,

p is a homeomorphism. Hence $ is continuous at every element in P. Let

phT1 ePP~l. From (4.17), ph~xP is a compact open neighborhood of ph"1,
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<5>(Ph~1) = p(P)p(hy1. Since p(ft_1) is a group element in X, so p(P)p(h)~1

is compact and open. Hence <D is continuous.

2.   3>_1 is continuous: This can be proved by the same method as 1.

(4.20) Proposition. Let S be a wild second countable abelian W-semigroup.

If the component of S about e is degenerate, then S has a subsemigroup of

Mostert type.

Proof. This follows from the fact that PP'1 is such a wild subsemigroup

of S.

5. Local connectedness and connectedness.

(5.1) Proposition. Suppose S is a W-semigroup. If G is locally connected

under the induced topology, then S is locally connected at each point of G.

Proof. Let F be a neighborhood of e such that V C\ G is connected ; then

(Vr\G) <zzV <zz (VC\G)*. Since G is dense in S, hence Fis connected. But such

Falso forms a basis of neighborhoods of e in S, and by the homogeneity of G,

we have S locally connected at each point of G.

(5.2) Corollary. // G is locally connected, and S is homogeneous in the

sense that every two points have homeomorphic neighborhoods, then S is locally

connected and tame.

(5.3) Proposition. Suppose S is a W-semigroup. If G and S—G both are

locally connected under the induced topology, then S is tame.

Proof. Suppose S — G is dense. By the similar argument as in (5.1) S is locally

connected at each point of S — G. Thus S is locally connected, a fortiori, S is

tame and G is open. But this is impossible. Hence we know that S—G is not

dense in S. There is an open subset in S which misses S—G. Hence G is open

in S and S is tame.

(5.4) Examples for (5.3). Under the assumptions of (5.3) we know that

S-G will not be dense. For example, let S be the set of non-negative reals under

the usual multiplication; then S — G consists of only {0}. Let S be the set of all

the rationals with the form 1/2" where n can be any integer and {0}. In this

example S is not locally connected but S — G is connected and locally connected,

and G is also locally connected.

(5.5) Lemma. The component of identity e in G is a closed invariant sub-

group of G.

Proof. The proof is similar to the case where G is a topological group. We

omit it.

(5.6) Proposition.   Suppose S is a W-semigroup. If G is locally connected,
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then S is tame if and only if the closure in S of the component containing e

in G is tame.

Proof. Let K be the component of e in G, and K* the closure of K in S.

The quotient group of G over K is totally disconnected, therefore GjK is discrete

since G locally connected implies GjK is also. It is clear that if K is a topological

group (i.e., if K* is tame), then G is a topological group.

(5.7) Remark. The closure in S of the component containing e in G might

not be the same as the component of e in S. For instance, let R be the set of all

real numbers under the ordinary multiplication; then the closure of the com-

ponent of 1 in R — {0} is the set of all non-negative numbers, and the component

of 1 in R is R.

(5.8) Proposition. Every second countable wild W-semigroup S contains a

subgroup which is a faithful representation of the real numbers, if the maximal

dense subgroup G is connected.

Proof. Assume G has no subgroup which is a faithful representation of reals.

Then the component K(g) of the locally compact group G(g) is compact [5].

Also, K(g) is the invariant subgroup of G. Let i be the inclusion map from G(g)

to G, i is continuous, hence i(K(g)) = K is iseomorphic to K(g).

Since G(g)/K(g) is totally disconnected, there is an open subgroup H(g) of

G(g) such that H(g)jK(g) is compact. By the following analytic diagram,

H(g)->H = i(H(g))

H(g)/K(g) - H ¡K

because K(g) is compact and H(g)/K(g) is compact, H¡K is compact also. Since

K is a compact subgroup of G, we form the decomposition space S' by defining

a ~ ft if and only if aKnbK^ <D. We notice that if aK n bK # □, then

aK = bK. Since the canonical map is open, we know S' is locally compact,

second countable and hence metrizable. Thus G' = G\H is metrizable and con-

nected, and its cardinality must be the same as the continuum if it is not degener-

ate. But G" = G(g)\H(g) is discrete, second countable, and hence G" must be

at most countable. This implies that G' is degenerate. Thus G = //, and hence G

is a compact topological group. From this contradiction we know that G must

contain a faithful representation of the reals.

(5.9) Proposition. If S is a W-semigroup and G is connected, then for any

neighborhood V of e, the closure of \J„>0V = S.

Proof. Let A = U„>0F"; then A is a semigroup, hence A* = closure of A

in S is a semigroup. If geA*C\G, then gegVnG c A* OG. Hence A* nG
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is open in G. Also A* n G is closed in G. Because G is connected, this implies

G c A*. But G* c /I* <= S = G*. Hence S = closure of A = closure of U">o^"-

(5.10) Proposition. Let S be a W-semigroup. If S — G is connected, G is

second category and S is fully normal. Then S is tame.

Proof. If S — G is dense in S, then S is connected. By Proposition (6.4),

S is tame. But if S is tame, then G is open and S — G cannot be dense in S. If

S - G is not dense, then there is an open set V which misses S — G, a fortiori,

VG = G is open in S. This implies S is tame.

(5.11) Proposition. Let Ka denote the component in S which contains aeS.

Then Kg is homeomorphic to Kffor any two elements g,feG.

Proof. We are going to prove that Kg is homeomorphic to Ke for any g in G.

Define %:Ke^Kg by $g(k) = gk. Since gKenKg * 0, gKe c Kg. It is clear

that <&g is a homeomorphism. Hence we only need to prove that it is an onto

map. Since g~1Kg r\Ke^ 0,g~1Kg <= Ke. Thus we know for any seKg,<S>g(g~1s)

= gg~1s = s.

6. Second category.

(6.1) Proposition. 7/G is second category and H is a closed subgroup of G,

then the left coset space G' = G/H is also second category.

Proof. Suppose G' is not second category. Then G' = \J¡A„ where A*= A¡,

interior of A¡ = □ and A¡ <= G'. Let n be the canonical map from G to G'. Then

n~1(A¡) is closed and 7i-1(i4,) has an empty interior, since if n_1(At) has non-

void interior, then Ai = n(n~1(Ai)) has nonvoid interior also. This is a contra-

diction. Hence G' is second category.

(6.2) Lemma. If S is a cr-compact semigroup, then any second category

subgroup H of S is a topological group.

Proof. Since S is cr-compact, H <=\J¡K¡ where K¡ is a compact subset of S.

Also H c= L_J¡ K¡~\ atl(i ^¡_1 is closed. Since H is second category and each

K^1 C\H is closed in H, there is a set K¡ such that Xf1 C\H has nonvoid

interior V0 in H. Let h e V0, then A = h~l(K~x C\H) is an open neighborhood

of e in H. It is clear that if any net av e A converges to e, then a~ ' converges to e

also. Hence FT is a topological group.

(6.3) Lemma. If S is a W-semigroup and S is a Lindelôf space, then S is

tame if and only if G is second category.

Proof. If S is locally compact and Lindelôf, then S is cr-compact. If G is

second category, then by (6.2) G is a topological group.

(6.4) Proposition. If S is a connected W-semigroup and S is fully normal,

then S is tame if and only if G is second category.
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Proof. If S is connected locally compact and fully normal, then S is ff-compact.

Thus the assertion of the theorem follows from (6.3).

(6.5) Proposition [9]. Suppose Gis a second countable and second category

regular space. If G is a group and its group multiplication is continuous separ-

ately, then G is a topological group under the group operation.

7. Miscellaneous topics.

(7.1) Definition. A Hausdorff Baire space X is a weak T-space if and only

if for every one-one function ft from X to X, if the image of X under ft is dense

in X, and if ft is a continuous limit of a net of homeomorphisms from X onto X,

then h(X) = X.

(7.2) Definition (Mostert [8]). A locally compact space X is a T-space if

and only if for every one-one function ft from X to X, if the image of X under ft

is dense in X, and if ft is a continuous limit of a net of homeomorphisms from X

onto X, then ft is a homeomorphism from X onto X.

(7.3) Proposition.   A T-space is also a locally compact weak T-space.

Proof. Let X be a T-space and let ft be the function which satisfies all the

assumptions in (7.2). Then ft is a homeomorphism from X onto X. Certainly

this implies that ft is an onto map.

(7.4) Lemma. If S is a semigroup with a dense subgroup G, if its topology

is first countable and if it is a weak T-space, then G is second category.

Proof. Let R = (f]nVnG) n(P|„GF„), where {V„\neco} is a countable neigh-

borhood basis at e. Since G is dense, V„G and GV„ are open dense subsets of S,

therefore R is second category. Now, we will prove that G = R. Let/e R. Then

/= vngn = g'„v'„,n= 1,2,—, and v„,v¿e V„,g„, g„'eG. Iffs = ft, then g'nv'us = g'„v'„t.

Hence v'ns = v'nt for n = 1,2,3, ••• , which implies limb's = \imv'nt. Since

lim„ii,'= e, s = t, so that s-*fs is a one-one map.

To see that fS is dense in S, let V be any open subset of S. Then there is an

element g e G and geV. Because eg = ge = g e V, there exists an integer p such

that Vpg c V. Let / = vpg„, then fgp ' g = vpgpg; 1g = Vpge V„g cz V. Hence

fS n V ̂  D, and fS is dense in S.

Since G is dense in S,/is the continuous limit of a net of elements in G. By

assumption S is a weak T-space; therefore we have/S = S. By a dual argument,

S/=S, which implies/eG. Hence G = R is second category.

(7.5) Proposition. // S is a semigroup with a dense subgroup G, and if S

is a second countable weak T-space, then S is tame.

(7.6) Proposition. // S is a first countable W-semigroup, if S—G is con-

nected, and S is a weak T-space, then S is tame.
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(7.7) A weak T-space may not be a T-space. Let X be the subset

{2"| — oo ̂  n < oo} of the real line. Define n, as follows:

1. n,(22K) = 2~2k, O^k^l,

2. n, maps the set {2"| n 2: 0, n ^ 2i, 0 f¿ i ;£ k) one-to-one and onto the set

{2" | n ^ 0} following the linear order of each set.

3. n, onto the set {2"| n < 0} one-one and onto the set {2"| n < 0, n ^ 2/,

— k ^ i ;S 0} by the linear order.

4. n((0) = 0. It is clear that h = limnv is one-one and onto, but n_1 is not

continuous since 2~2n converges to 0 when n>0. Since h~1(2~2n) = 22" has

no limiting point, we know X is not a T-space; however, X is a weak T-space.

Because there is only one limiting point 0, the rest of the points are isolated

points. If h(X) is dense in X, h(X) =>X — {0}. Now n(0) has to be 0 because

the image of the limiting point has to be the limiting point of h(X). So we have

h(X) = X. Mostert raised the question : Is a locally compact space a T-space?

Later on he shows that the answer is negative by the wild semigroup of Mostert

type. The above space is another such example.

(7.8) It would be interesting to find out what kind of spaces are T-spaces.

It is clear that compact spaces or locally compact pseudo-compact spaces are

T-spaces.

(7.9) Let X he a locally compact semigroup, and X its one point compact-

ification, obtained by adjoining the point co. If we define the multiplication of

It by co-x = co = co-x, then ft is an algebraic semigroup, but multiplication is

not, in general, continuous.

(7.10) Proposition. If S is a W-semigroup and Sis the one point compact-

ification of S as in (7.9), then § is a topological semigroup if and only if G = S

and S is compact.

Proof. If S is a topological semigroup, then S is a compact semigroup.

Hence G is a topological group and therefore G = G* = S.

(1.11) Definition. Let S be a semigroup and 5 = S u {<*>}, the one point

compactification of S. S is called a Hofmann semigroup if there is an element

seS such that the multiplication in S is jointly continuous at (s,œ).

(7.12) Proposition. A W-semigroup S is tame if and only if S is a Hofmann

semigroup.

Proof. 1. Sufficiency. Suppose S is a Hofmann semigroup. Then the mul-

tiplication in S is continuous at some point, say (s,co), so we can find a compact

neighborhood Vs, and a compact subset F in S such that VS(S— V) cS - {e}.

Since G is dense in S, there is g e G such that g e Vs. Let {gv} be a set in G such

that limgv = e. Now glimgv = limggv = g e Vs, ggv(S- V) <= S - [e] for most
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gv. Since ggv(S- V) = S- ggvV<zz S - {e}, ggvV zz>{e}, gV3gv 1 and gVis com-

pact, then {gy1} must converge to some point; a fortiori, the limit point of

{g?1} is e. This shows that G is a topological group.

2. Necessity. Suppose S is tame, i.e., G is a topological group. Then the

g-topology on G is the same as fc-topology. Let K be a compact subset of S and

let U be an open subset of S containing K with compact closure, K <zz U <zz U* <zzS.

Then e e [S | U, S \ K], [S | U, S \ K] is a neighborhood of e, so for g e [S \ U, S \ K],

g(S\U)aS\K, S\gU<zzS\K, a fortiori, [S\U, S\K](S\U) <zz S\K. This
shows that multiplication is continuous at (e,co). S is a Hofmann semigroup.

(7.13) Remark. The structure of the Hofmann semigroup with compact

boundary (i.e., S| G is compact) has been solved by K. L. Hofmann. Foradef-

inition of the Hofmann semigroup slightly different from ours, see P. S. Mos-

tert [8].

(7.14) Very little is known about the homomorphisms of IF-semigroups.

The following is a trivial example which shows the existence of homomorphism

from a wild semigroup onto a tame IF-semigroup. Let S be any wild JF-semigroup

and T a locally compact semigroup. The cartesian product X of S and T

is a wild W-semigroup. Let p be the projection from X onto T. It is clear that p

is an onto homomorphism. We do not know if there is a homomorphism from

a tame semigroup onto a wild semigroup or not. The following are a few ob-

servations along this line. For completeness we quote a theorem by Mostert.

(7.15) Proposition [8]. Assume S and S' are second countable W-semi-

groups with maximal dense subgroups G and G' respectively. If there is an

onto homomorphism h:S-*S' such that ft_1(G') = G, then either S and S'

are tame or both are wild.

(7.16) Proposition. Let h be a homomorphism from S to S', where S and S'

are W-semigroups and S is tame. Then there is a homomorphism h:G-*G'(g)

such that ih = ft, i is the canonical map from G'(g) onto G'(k) cr S'.

Proof. We understand that G(g) is obtained from G by retopologizing

G(k), so there is a natural one-one continuous onto map: G'(g) -* G'(k).

Define ft(/) = i"1ft(/), /eG. Since h(ff) = r'Kff) = r\h(f)h(f'))
= (i~ih(f))(i~1h(f))(i~1h(f')) = h'(f)h(f'), ft is a homomorphism. Suppose

{/„} e G is a set converging to e, G is a topological group, and {f~1}

converges to e. Then {ft(/v)} and {ft(/v-1)} both converge to e'. It is known

that if {&(/„)} and {ft(/v)}_1 both converge to e' in G(k), then {«(/„)} as a set

in G(g), i.e., {i_1ft(/v)} also converges to e' eG(g). This shows that h is con-

tinuous at identity. The rest of the proof of the continuity follows under the same

pattern.

(7.17) Remark. Since so far the only wild semigroups known to us essentially

are semigroups of Mostert type, let us observe the onto homomorphism (if such
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exists) from a tame JY-semigroup to a semigroup S' of Mostert type. Since the

G'(g) is discrete, from (7.16) the kernel of h has to be open and closed. In other

words, the quotient G /kernel h is discrete too. This seems to support the fol-

lowing conjecture : there does not exist a homomorphism from a tame semigroup

onto a semigroup of Mostert type.

(7.18) Proposition. If S and S' are W-semigroups, S is tame. If h is a

homomorphism from S onto S' such that there is seS|G, h(s) = g' e G' cr S'.

Then h(S\G) = S'.

Proof. Since h(s) = g' there is teS, h(t) = g'"1, h(st) = e'. It is clear that

stéG, otherwise seG, contradicts that seS|G. Let/'eG'. Since n is onto,

there is peS such that h(p)=f. If peG, then stpeS\G, h(stp) = e'f =/',

so we know h(S [ G) => G'. Now assume g e G, h(g) = s' e S' \ G'.

Then h(gg'1) = h(g)h(g~1) = s'h(g~1) = e'. This implies h(g) = s'eG'. So

n(G)n(S'|G') = <ï>, a fortiori, n(S|G) = S'.

Added in proof. Professor R. W. Bagley had kindly informed us that the

proof of the theorem in [9] had a gap. However, the statement of the theorem

is correct and the original proof can be fixed by using a slightly weak form of

M. K. Fort's category theorem [M. K. Fort, Jr., Fund. Math. 42 (1955),

277-288].
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